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For the majority of rail travelers, trains and timetables
were synonymous. The public timetable was a quick and
convenient source of information for train schedules,
accommodations, and services. This is the second in a four
part series in which we are profiling the public timetables
issued by the Frisco. This installment features those produced
between 1901 and 1935.

Classic Frisco 	 9
A classic Ed Birch photo of the Oklahoma City yards is the
subject of this installment of our Classic Frisco photo feature!

Down At The Depot 	 10
A departure from our past practice of profiling individual
stations along the Frisco line, this is the second installment
in our series on Frisco depot construction, both those that
were built according to standard plans and those that were
unique to themselves.

Mail Car 	 17
Southeast...Southwest caboose lettering is the subject of
this installment of our Mail Car feature.

Timetables: This will be the third in a four part series in which are
profiling the public timetables issued by the Frisco. This installment will
features those produced between 1935 and 1949.

Down At The Depot: The third installment in our series on Frisco depot
construction, both those that were built according to standard plans and those
that were unique to themselves. In this issue we will take a look at examples
of non standard plan stations built on the Frisco.



In 1910, the FRISCO inside the coonskin logo
was replaced with FRISCO LINES. Under the logo was:

ST. LOUIS AND SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROADS

followed by TO AND FROM THE SOUTHWEST
SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST. At the bottom, in red
letters, were the words TIME TABLES.

During this era of timetable design change, the
company started numbering each issue, on the inside
back cover. The June, 1910 issue was numbered A139.
However, that system was apparently changed be-
cause the August, 1910, timetable was numbered A
400-1. A noteworthy variation was in the date box
design, located at the top, which first appeared on the
1905 cover. The standard format featured the date
printed in black inside a white box. However, for some
reason the date on the September, 1911, issue was
printed in red.



On May 27, 1913, the Frisco went into
receivership and began a three year process
of reorganization. During that time period, the
company was forced to separate itself from
many of the lines comprising Yoakum's Dream
railroad... changes that were reflected on the
passenger timetable covers. On the timetable
issued in July, 1913, the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois Railroads was gone, replaced simply
with ST. LOUIS & SAN FRANCISCO RAIL-
ROAD. Although the A 400 numbering system
was still in place, on the May, 1914, timetable
the customary date inside the box at the top of
the cover was replaced with No. 2 - 1914. In
addition, the number listed on the inside cover
was now joined by the date of the issue: A 400-
35 No.2 5-14. The May, 1915, issue simply
had No. 3 listed in the date box with No. 3 5-
15 next to the A 400-39 number on the inside
back cover.

The first timetable issued following re-
organization was the March, 1917, edition.
The cover was still black and the FRISCO
LINES still appeared inside a red coonskin
logo. The words TIME TABLE were now
printed in white and located at the top of the
cover. The slogan TO AND FROM THE
SOUTHWEST, SOUTH, AND SOUTHEAST
was replaced with THROUGH THE STATES
OF, followed by a list of the eight states in
which the newly reorganized company was
now operating. A notable variation on the
March, 1917, cover is that the standard white
outline border was replaced with a solid white
border. In addition, a new numbering system
was in place. The timetables were now num-
bered in the A1-series, along with the date of
issue. The March, 1917, issue was A1-1 3-17.
By the end of 1917, the standard white outline
border had returned.

Beginning with the May, 1918, edition
the appearance of Frisco public timetables
experienced a major change. Brought on by
World War One and government control of the
nation's railroads, the colorful format of the
past was replaced with a series of plain paper
schedules that were changed dramatically
both in design and content. For instance, the
March, 1917, issue contained 52 pages of
schedules. The May, 1918, edition was re-
duced to 28 pages.



Brought on by World War One and govern-
ment control of the nation's railroads, the
colorful format of the past was replaced with
a series of pl. in paper schedules.

Changed dramatically both in design and con-
tent, the May, 1918, edition was reduced to half
the size of those produced the year before.



Following release of government control in
1920, the Frisco's public timetables returned to what
would become the standard format for the next fifteen
years. The cover was black with the FRISCO LINES
again appearing inside a red coonskin logo. The only
exceptions occurred in 1922 and 1928.

In 1922, the order of states listed on the cover
was changed. Following acquisition of the Muscle

Sholes, Birmingham, and Pensacola Railroad, in July,
1928, the Frisco completed its connection to the Gulf of
Mexico and the state of Florida was added to the
timetable list of operating states.

The standard black and red timetable cover
design that provided Frisco passenger train schedules
for over thirty years was discontinued in 1935.



Ed Birch provides us with this Classic Frisco photo of the Oklahoma City, Yards.


